Bringing Family History to Life
When I entitled this class, “Bringing Family History to Life,” I had several people ask me what it was
about. They wanted to know if I was going to talk about photo editors, or incorporating multi-media
into PAF, or Internet research related to images, or what. I have had to answer, rather helplessly, that
the class is simply about bringing family history to life!
Let me explain first, what I mean.
We often speak about genealogy as “Work for the Dead” as if “The Dead” were an enveloping phrase
that could tell everything there was to know about someone. In today's world of Political Correctness, I
am not about to suggest that we begin using “metabolically challenged” as a euphemism for “dead”,
but I am saying that we often forget that the most important thing about someone is not that they are
dead, but rather that they lived!
A few years ago, my mother suffered an illness that left her vague and confused. Conversations with
her were frustrating, as she would say the same things and repeat the same stories over and over, and
would not be able to remember important people or events. I felt for a time as if my mother had been
taken from me – where was the brilliant conversationalist that I remembered? A turning point in my
attitude came when I found a collection of newspaper articles that my mother wrote forty years ago.
As I read through them, I was filled with memories of my mother as she had been, and I realized
something: my mother is not lost, or gone – she is the same person she has always been, changed no
more by her illness than if she had broken her leg. The essence of who we are is not defined by the
impairments of our physical bodies. This was a very significant moment for me, as I felt the reality of
immortality – both for my ancestors ... and for myself.
I strongly believe that there is more to “turning the hearts of the children to the fathers” than simply
taking a name to the temple. How can I relate to someone if all I know of them is a name and a few
dates? Certainly there is more to me than the day and place that I was born. In the following
discussion I want to show some of the ways that I have gotten to know some of my ancestors, and
perhaps give you some ideas of how you can do similarly.

Case Study I – From Ancient Ancestor to Web Wonder Woman.
My wife and I happen to have been blessed with many pioneer ancestors – between the two of us there
were more than 40 people who accepted the gospel in England, Sweden, Denmark, Canada, and many
places in the United States. There ought to be dozens of stories we could tell our children about how
the missionaries found each one and taught them the gospel, and what they had to go through to come
westward. Yet, we only know the stories of a bare handful. It's frustrating! One story that stands out is
the autobiography of Drusilla Dorris Hendricks, the wife of James Hendricks, and one of the early
members of the Church. She had a lot in common with the other people who lived in that day and time
– but she stands out in my mind because she recorded her story. I remember hearing it told to me when
I was little, and wondering about this person – feeling sorry for all the things she had to go through, and
marveling at her courage. The original manuscript of her story has disappeared, but typed,
mimeographed, and printed copies have been handed down through generations. Recently, one of my
cousins took her story and brought it to life. Robert Raymond, who is teaching a series of classes on
creating web pages here at the PAF User's Group, took her story and researched it extensively. He
combined several different versions of the story into one copy, added background notes on many of the
events that took place, and then he illustrated it. When he was done, he published it on the web for all
the world to share. The text copy of Drusilla's story looks like this. Robert Raymond's hypertext looks
like this. Through his efforts, we can read about the night the stars fell, and then see an illustration that
was painted at the time it happened. The mobbings and persecutions are made vivid through C.C.A.
Christiansen's illustrations. And finally, when we look at the photographs of Drusilla and her family,
we see them as people, rather than just names and dates.
The lessons I draw from this example are:
1. We wouldn't know much about Drusilla if she hadn't written down her story in the first place. I
have an obligation to do likewise.
2. Her story came to me through the diligent efforts of many people who copied it and preserved
it. I have a duty to collect and publish the stories that I can find so that the next generation will
have them.
3. Adding the background, detail, and illustrations makes the story come alive.
4. Modern methods of publishing can make the information available to a wider audience than was
previously possible.

Case Study II– Grouchy Grandma becomes Teasing Teenager.
When my wife married me, one of the elements that she brought to the marriage was a large collection
of in-laws. One significant member of this group was Janet's grandmother, Verna Belnap Cottle.
Grandma Cottle was no longer spry when I knew her – age had bent her over, taken most of her sight,
and left her a little bit cranky. I remember her fretting over the details of our wedding, and when she
would get frustrated at it all she would offer us an increasingly large sum of money if we would just
elope. I was always just a little nervous around her, although it was obvious that she loved us very
much. It wasn't until she passed away, however, that I really got to know her.
While going through a suitcase full of her genealogy, I found a life story she had written. She taught
the Mia-Maids for three years, and I think that she wrote her own history because it was an assignment
that she gave her girls. Whatever the reason, I am so glad that she wrote it down, because her life is
preserved in its pages. As I went transcribed the handwritten pages, I noticed that a lot of the things
she wrote about were also recorded in her photograph album, which gave me the idea of combining text
and pictures into an illustrated narrative. This was the result:
The lessons I draw from this example are:
1. Appearances are deceiving – Grandma didn't always have a dowagers hump. Once she was a
fun-loving teenager that hated school, loved dances, and got into mischief.
2. Through the stories we leave, we can share our testimonies with family members who haven't
even been born.
3. Lots of things can help us remember details of our history – but photographs are a big help.
4. It really isn't all that hard to put together a document with mixed text and photographs, and web
pages aren't too bad, either.

Case Study III – Converting Clippings to a Bound Book.
At the beginning I mentioned my Mother's newspaper clippings. This is my current project – to take
what my mother wrote and make it more accessible to her children and grandchildren, so that they will
know her as more than just the old lady with the cats. I am working on creating a book, so that they
can read her words and find out what she is like. The steps I am following:
1. First find the material. It took some diligent searching to uncover the box of clippings hidden in
a suitcase in a closet in the basement. I was able to find additional articles by searching
microfilms of the newspaper – check with the BYU Library; Interlibrary Loan is free for Family
History Research.
2. Scan the documents and save both the originals and the scans.
3. Convert the images to text with an OCR program or manually transcribe them. A program like
Transcript can be useful, but a regular word processor can do the job.
4. Organize the material into your document. Get acquainted with your word processor. Learn
how to use fonts, page layout, page numbering, footnotes, table of contents, index. I use
OpenOffice because it's free and my employer mandates its use. I have also used Microsoft
Word and WordPerfect; they all can do the job. You will like the one you use the most.
Practice! Save the file in more than one format – PDF, RTF, DOC, WPD.
5. Photographs can really help make the people in the story come to life. Try to find pictures of
the event, or else pictures of what they looked like a the time the event occurred, or pictures of
the place where an event occurred, or something else that describes the situation.
6. Manipulate the photos to get them in the format you need. I use Irfanview; I have also used
Microsoft Photo Editor. Whatever you use, there will be some training involved, and the more
powerful tools take longer to learn.
7. Choose one or more final formats – web page, CDRom, paperback, hardback. If you really put
a lot of time into it, the results should be appealing. Having a book bound is not expensive –
Google for “On Demand Publishing”. A hardbound book with a CD inside may be the best of
both worlds.
Transcript: http://home.wanadoo.nl/jgboerema/en/Freeware.htm
OpenOffice: http://www.openoffice.org/
Irfanview: http://www.irfanview.com/
Summary:
We have two responsibilities – both important. One is to leave a record of ourselves for our
posterity; the other is to gather the records of our ancestors and pass them on.

Illustrations used in class.
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This is part of Drusilla's story as illustrated by Robert Raymond. Things that stand out are the details about the earthquake,
both in the woodcut and in the footnote which tells us the name of the earthquake and when it occurred. Later in this
document we find pictures of the individual family members and paintings by C.C.A. Christiansen illustrating relevant
scenes from Church History. The additional research and information makes this version of the story much richer. A copy
of the story has been published to the web at http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.com/~raymondfamily/ddorrisCover.html
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This is the first page of Grandma Cottle's life story – her handwriting is very readable, and lends a certain charm to the
narrative, but text is a little more convenient.
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This is the first page of Grandma Cottle's life story, formatted in text with illustrations. The pictures were taken from her
photograph album, and where possible I left her own captions in place identifying the individuals in the picture.
One of the parts of her story that I enjoy very much lacks an illustration, but is told very vividly so that you can see it in
your mind's eye:
One event in my life, that was thrilling, but I'm not proud of it. To all young girls I'll say, "don't try it." It was on a
beautiful full moon light Sunday night. Mom and Dad were on vacation. Leaving three teenage daughters on the loose. We
did the chores, the housework and walked to church. My second sister, Fawn, being more popular than Anne and I landed a
boyfriend from a neighboring town. The Deluxe type -- fancy horse, top buggy, with rubber-tired wheels. He, a returned
missionary, was wearing a light grey suit, white shoes and white Panama hat. They went for a ride. We -- walked home
alone.
Have you ever walked home on a lonely country road? A house about every half-mile? Have you ever heard the
coyotes howl and it seemed they were right there beside you? And all the dogs were barking back. An owl on the fence post
to hoot out at you. You can cover a lot of ground in a few minutes. And think of a lot of things to do.
We arrived home first. Carried the old tin tub upstairs and buckets of water to fill it. Why we put clothes bluing in
the water, I'll never know, but we did. Now when Prince Charming brought my Sis to the door; the upstairs window being
just above it. Out went the bluing water. Ah, we were punished in more ways than one. But the boyfriend never came back.
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This story of the trip to Yellowstone is very vividly illustrated by Grandma Cottle's picture, showing the folks pushing the
old truck and listing the names of each participant.
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